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Abstract
The concept of active spaces simplifies the description of interacting quantummany-body systems by
restricting to a neighborhood of active orbitals around the Fermi level. The respective wavefunction
ansatzes which involve all possible electron configurations of active orbitals can be characterized by
the saturation of a certain number of Pauli constraints  n0 1i , identifying the occupied core
orbitals (ni=1) and the inactive virtual orbitals (nj=0). In Part I, we generalize this crucial concept
of active spaces by referring to the generalized Pauli constraints. To bemore specific, we explain and
illustrate that the saturation of any such constraint on fermionic occupation numbers characterizes a
distinctive set of active electron configurations. A converse formof this selection rule establishes the
basis for correspondingmulticonfigurational wavefunction ansatzes. In Part II, we provide rigorous
derivations of thosefindings.Moroever, we extend our results to non-fermionicmultipartite quantum
systems, revealing that extremal single-body information has always strong implications for the
multipartite quantum state. In that sense, ourwork also confirms that pinned quantum systems define
newphysical entities and the presence of pinnings reflect the existence of (possibly hidden) ground
state symmetries.
1. Introduction
Atfirst sight, an accurate description of fermionic quantummany-body systems seems to be highly challenging,
if not impossible: The interaction between the particles can lead to strong correlations which in principlemay
distribute over an exponentially largeHilbert space. Yet, realistic physical systems exhibit some additional
structure. To name possibly themost important one, the particles interact only by two-body forces and the
respective ground state problem can therefore be addressed in the reduced two-particle picture [1, 2]. Sincemost
subcommunities restrict to systems all characterized by the same pair interaction (for instance Coulomb
interaction in quantum chemistry, contact interaction in quantumoptics andHubbard interaction in solid state
physics) the ground state problem should de facto involve only the one-particle reduced densitymatrix. Indeed,
forHamiltonians of the formHκ(h)=h+κV, where h represents the one-particle terms andV the fixed pair
interactionwith coupling strengthκ, the conjugate variable toHκ(h) and h, respectively, is the one-particle
reduced density operator ρ1. The corresponding exact one-particle theory is known as reduced densitymatrix
functional theory (RDMFT) and is based on the existence of an exact energy functional
r r k rº +k hTr1 1 1( ) [ ] ( ) [3] (see also [4]). Here, the interaction functional r 1( ) is universal in the sense that
it depends only on the fixed interactionV but not on the couplingκ or the one-particle terms h.
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There is also another less profoundmotivation for the description of quantummany-body systems in the
one-particle picture, as governed by the one particle reduced density operator.Whenever, the couplingκ
between the identical fermions vanishes the respectiveHamiltonianHκ=0(h) contains only one-particle terms
and the ground state problem can be entirely discussed and solved in themuch simpler one-particle picture: in a
first step one needs to diagonalize the one-particle Hamiltonian h on the one-particle Hilbert space1,
e c c= å ñá h j j j j11∣ ∣ ∣. Then, in a second step, theN energetically lowest one-particle eigenstates c cñ ¼ ñ, , N1∣ ∣
are occupied successively frombelow just obeying Pauli’s exclusion principle. The respectiveN-fermion ground
state follows immediately as c c c¼ ñ º ¼ ñc cf f, , , vacN1 2 N1∣ ∣
† † , emphasizing clearly why configuration states
c c c¼ ñ, , , N1 2∣ are considered as being uncorrelated. But how about interacting systems? By turning on the
couplingκ, the occupation numbers cn i of the individual one-particle states c ñi∣ begin to deviate from the
extremal values one and zero, respectively. In otherwords, the correspondingN-fermion ground state
kY ñ Î  N 1∣ ( ) [ ] is not uncorrelated anymore and instead follows in general as a superposition involving
variousN-fermion configurations (i1K, iN)
åk k c cY ñ = ¼ ñ
<¼<
¼c , , . 1
i i
i i i i, ,
N
N N
1
1 1
∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )
This superposition could involve in principle all
d
N
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ configurations ofN fermions distributed over
º d dim 1( )many orbitals c ñj∣ . Yet, for realistic systems of confined fermions (e.g. electrons in atoms) the one-
particleHamiltonian h often dominates the interactionHamiltonian kV and energetically lower or higher lying
orbitals c ñj∣ far away from the Fermi level are either almost occupied ( »cn 1j ) or almost unoccupied ( »cn 0j ).
This emphasizes the significance of the concept of active spaces. To bemore specific, it allows one to exploit
significantly simplified ansatzes for Yñ∣ involving only configurations <¼<i iN1 with a certain number of fully
frozen (core) orbitals and some inactive virtual orbitals. In quantum chemistry such ground state ansatzes are
referred to as complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) ansatz (see, e.g. [5–8]).
The general aimof our paper is to illustrate and prove in amathematically rigorous way that also the
saturation of the generalizedPauli constraints (GPCs) (pinning) [9–12] gives rise to specific, generalized active
spaces. In that sense, our work shall provide the foundation for possible future applications of the new concept
of GPCswithin quantum chemistry and physics, particularly in the formofmore systematicmulticonfiguration
self-consistent field (MCSCF) ansatzes. The paper therefore consists of two complementary parts. Part I explains
and comprehensively illustrates various results in the context of fermionic quantum systems and avoids any
technicalities. Quite in contrast, Part II provides rigorous derivations of our results and extends them to non-
fermionic systems.
The present Part I is structured as follows. Afterfixing the notation and introducing the basic concepts in
section 2, we illustrate in section 3 the connection of pinning of Pauli constraints and structural simplifications
of theN-fermion quantum state. This link between the one-particle andN-particle picture provides in particular
a solid foundation for the concept of (complete) active spaces. In section 4, we explain and illustrate how this
concept of active spaces could be generalized. To bemore specific, we present and illustrate ourmain results
stating that the saturation of theGPCs implies a selection rule identifying theN-fermion configurations
contributing in a respective natural orbital expansion. A converse formof this selection rule establishes the basis
for correspondingmulticonfigurational wavefunction ansatzes.
2.Notation and concepts
In the following, wefix the notation and introduce some basic concepts. To keep ourwork self-containedwe in
particular recall some concepts whichwere already introduced and discussed in [13, 14]. In ourwork, we always
consider afinite d-dimensional one-particleHilbert space1. In the context of numerical approaches in physics
and quantum chemistry, such1 typically arises from the truncation of the full infinite-dimensional one-
particleHilbert space of square integrable wave functions Ä + L s2 2 1( ) by choosing afinite basis set of d spin-
orbitals. A prime examplewould be electrons in an atom, i.e. spin =s 1
2
with the underlying configuration
space  given by º 3 and a basis set of d atomic spin-orbitals.
2.1. Natural orbitals and natural occupation numbers (NONs)
The crucial object of our work is the one-particle reduced density operator ρ1 of anN-fermion quantum state
Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]. There are two equivalent routes that one could follow for introducing ρ1. By exploiting first
quantization, one naturally embeds theN-fermionHilbert space  Ä N 1 1 N[ ] into theHilbert space Ä1 N of
N distinguishable particles. Tracing outN−1 of those tensor product factors1 yields
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r º YñáY-N Tr . 2N1 1[∣ ∣] ( )
The partial trace in equation (2) is indeedwell-defined since the choice of theN−1 factors to be traced out does
notmatter due to thewell-defined exchange-symmetry of Yñ∣ . An alternative but equivalent approach to define
ρ1 is based on second quantization. After fixing some orthonormal reference basis c ñ =j jd 1{∣ } for the one-particle
Hilbert space1 and introducing the respective creation and annihilation operators, ρ1 follows from itsmatrix
representation
c r cá ñ º áY Yñc cf f . 3i j1 j i∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
†
Diagonalizing theHermitian one-particle reduced density operator ρ1,
år = ñá
=
n j j , 4
j
d
j1
1
∣ ∣ ( )
gives rise to theNONs nj and the natural orbitals ñj∣ , the corresponding eigenstates [15, 16]. This terminology
alsomotivates the normalization r = +¼+ =n n NTr d1 1 1[ ] which allows us to interpret the eigenvalues of r1
as occupation numbers, the occupancies of the natural orbitals.Moreover, for the following considerations we
order theNONs decreasingly, ¼   n n n 0d1 2 .
The natural orbitals of anyN-fermion state Yñ∣ form an orthonormal basis = ñ = j jd1 1{∣ } for the one-
particleHilbert space1. This basis is unique (up to phases) as long as theNONs are non-degenerate. Based on
the natural orbital basis 1, we introduce a natural orbital induced operatorwhichwill play a crucial role for the
compact formulating of ourmain results:
Definition 1 (Natural orbital induced operators).Given Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ] and let 1be a basis of natural orbitals.
For any polynomial L of d variables of degree one, we define
º ¼L L n n, , , 5d11ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( )
where the particle number operators ºn f fj j jˆ † refer to the natural orbitals 1.
Sincewe use this concept of an orbital induced operator onlywith respect to the natural orbitals of a given
quantum state Yñ∣ we refrained from extending the definition of L 1ˆ to arbitrary orthonormal bases 1.We
would also like to stress again that here and in the following, the natural orbitals ñj∣ of Yñ∣ are only unique as long
as theNONs are non-degenerate and their labeling resembles that of the correspondingNONs, i.e.
¼  n n nd1 2 .
Of course, we could have easily extended the definition 1 to all analytic functions of d variables. Yet, only for
linear forms L the following important identity holds (due to = áY Yñn nj j∣ ˆ ∣ )
áY Yñ º áY ¼ Yñ = ¼L L n n L n n, , , , . 6d d1 11∣ ˆ ∣ ∣ ( ˆ ˆ )∣ ( ) ( )
2.2. Natural orbital expansion
In general, any orthonormal basis º ñ = i id1 1{∣ } for1 induces an orthonormal basis N for N 1[ ], given by
the family of configuration states
ñ º ¼ ñ º ¼ ñi i i i f f f, , , vac , 7N i i i1 2 N1 2∣ ∣ ∣ ( )† † †
where < <¼ < i i i d1 N1 2 , º ¼i i i, , N1( ) and ñvac∣ denotes the vacuum state of the Fock space
constructed over1. For ease of notationwe suppress here and in the following the explicit dependence of the
configuration states ñ Î i N∣ on Yñ∣ and the choice 1of natural orbitals in case theNONs are degenerate. Since
N is a basis for  N 1[ ]we can expand every quantum state in  N 1[ ]uniquelywith respect to N , in particular
also Yñ∣ itself (whose natural orbitals gave rise to 1 and thus N ) [16, 17]
åYñ = ñic . 8
i
i∣ ∣ ( )
Notice that this expansion based on natural orbitals imposes quite strong restrictions on the expansion
coefficients ci. These self-consistency conditions namely reflect the fact that the corresponding one-particle
reduced density operator r1 (2) is diagonal with respect to its ownnatural orbitals ñj∣ . In addition, the occupancy
of ñj∣ is given by nj, the jth largest NON
å=

n c . 9
i
ij
j
2∣ ∣ ( )
Note, that in a natural expansion (8) some of the coefficientsmay be zero.Wewill often distinguish the set of
configuration states which do not contribute to the expansion of Yñ∣ and call it the natural support, YñSupp 1(∣ ),
of Yñ∣
3
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Yñ ñ Î áY ñ ¹ i i iSupp : and 0 . 10N1(∣ ) ≔ { ∣ ∣ } ( )
Clearly, in case of degenerateNONs the support of Yñ∣ may depend on the specific choice 1of natural orbitals.
2.3. Geometric picture of occupation numbers
equation (9) allows us to interpret the self-consistent expansion (8) geometrically. By denoting for each
configuration state ñi∣ the respective vector of unordered occupation numbers by ni,
º = ÎÎ-n i i n
i
i
N
j
j
spec Tr , i.e.
1 if
0 if
. 11i iN j1
⎧⎨⎩( [∣ ⟩⟨ ∣]) ( ) ( )/
Equation (9) implies
å=n nc . 12
i
i i
2∣ ∣ ( )
Thismeans that the vector n ofNONs follows as the ‘center ofmass’ formasses ci 2∣ ∣ located at positions ni in d.
Since each ni containsN ones and d−N zeros, the vectors ni are vertices of the Pauli hypercube 0, 1 d[ ] , namely
exactly thosewith normalization =n Ni 1  . All the other vertices of the Pauli hypercube 0, 1 d[ ] would
correspond to configuration states of particle numbers different thanN and therefore will not play any role in the
present workwhich restricts tofixed particle numberN. This geometric picture is illustrated in figure 2 in
section 4.4 for the Borland–Dennis setting, i.e. for the case of three fermions and a six-dimensional one-particle
Hilbert space.
Lastly, we point out a geometric aspect concerning the action of operators L 1ˆ fromdefinition 1 on
configuration states ñi∣ . Namely, for a given = å =L l njd j j1 it is straightforward to check that L 1ˆ is diagonal in
theNO-basis and that its diagonal entries follow by the geometric formula
ñ = ñ i l n iL p . 13i1ˆ ∣ · ∣ ( )
Here, we use the standard notation for the dot-product of vectors, i.e. å =l n np li ijd j j1· ≔ ( ) .
3. Pauli constraints and concept of active spaces
The properties and the behavior of fermionic quantum systems strongly rely on Pauli’s exclusion principle [18].
This principle defines a constraint on the one-particle picture as governed by the one-particle reduced density
operator r1. For anyN-fermion state Yñ∣ the occupancies of one-particle states jñ∣ are restricted,áY Yñj n0 1∣ ˆ ∣ . Indeed, since j r jáY Yñ = á ñjn 1∣ ˆ ∣ ∣ ∣ this constrains r1 according to
r  . 1410  ( )
Equivalent to this operator relation, theNONs ni (eigenvalues of r1) are restricted,
 n0 1. 15i ( )
These Pauli constraints play an important role for various physical phenomenawith remarkable consequences
for both, themicroscopic and themacroscopic world.On amicroscopic length scale, they are the basis of the
Aufbau principle for atoms and nuclei. Formacroscopic systems the Pauli exclusion principle is responsible for
the very stability ofmatter [19, 20]. This universal relevance of Pauli’s exclusion principle is quite obvious for
weakly interacting systems: all Pauli constraints are (approximately) saturated, i.e. one observes for eachNON
either »n 1i or »n 0i . Such (approximate) pinning of all Pauli constraints is the typical behaviorwithinmean
field theories such as the Landau–Fermi theory or theHartree–Fock theory. Even for strongly correlated systems
one often observes this quasipinning by Pauli constraints since at least the largest occupation numbers are very
close to one and the smallest ones are very close to zero. For instance, the 1s shell in atoms (under realistic
conditions) is typically fully occupied and the normalizationå == n Nid i1 requires the smallestNONs to be
arbitrarily small for large or even infinite basis set size d N .
In the following, wewould like to formalize the concept of active spaces by relating their structure in theN-
particle picture to the possible saturation ofmultiple Pauli constraints concerning the one-particle picture. For
this, we express the family of Pauli constraints (15) in amore compact form. For any pair r s,( ) of integers
 r N0 , - s d N0 we define the constraints (see also [14])
å åº - +
= = + -
nS n n1 0 16r s
i
r
i
j d s
d
j
,
1 1
( ) ( ) ( )( )
on the non-increasingly orderedNONs n. The family of those constraints is equivalent to the Pauli constraints
in their original form (15). From the geometric point of view (recall section 2.3), all vectors n of non-increasingly
orderedNONs obeying the Pauli exclusion principle form a specific polytope in d, the Pauli simplexΣ,
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S º Î ¼  =     n nn n n N1 0 . 17d d1 2 1{ ∣ } ( ) 
Theorem2 (Active space). Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]with = ddim 1( ) , recall definition 1 and let 1 be a basis of natural
orbital of Yñ∣ . For all integers r N , -s d N one then has
=  Yñ =nS S0 0. 18r s r s, ,1( ) ˆ ∣ ( )( )
( )
This implies a selection rule on the expansion coefficients in the sense that only those configuration states
ñ º ¼ ñi i i, , N1∣ ∣ may contribute to the self-consistent expansion of Yñ∣ (recall (8)) which include all natural orbitals
ñ ¼ ñr1 , ,∣ ∣ and exclude - + ñ ¼ ñd N d1 , ,∣ ∣ . To bemore precise, thismeans
¹  =nS c0 0, 19i ir s, ( ) ( )( )
where ni is the unordered spectrum of the configuration state ñi∣ as introduced in equation (11).
Proof. Since = áY YñnS Sr s r s, ,1( ) ∣ ˆ ∣( )
( )
the direction ‘’ in equation (18) follows immediately. To prove ‘’, we
observe that the configuration states ñi∣ are the eigenstates of the operator S r s,1ˆ
( )
with respective integer
eigenvalues nS ir s, ( )( ) . Since the smallest eigenvalue is zero, =nS 0r s, ( )( ) implies that thewholeweight of Yñ∣
needs to lie in the zero eigenspace. The Selection Rule (19) follows then immediately by plugging in the
expansion (8) into (18) and using again the fact that S
r s,
1
ˆ ( ) is diagonal with respect to the configuration states
ñi∣ . ,
The proof of theorem2 and the derivation of the consequences of pinning by the Pauli constraints,
respectively, was rather elementary. This is due to the fact that the natural orbital induced operator S
r s,
1
ˆ ( ) has no
negative eigenvalues, i.e. it is positive semi-definite. Therefore, whenever = áY Yñ =nS S 0r s r s, ,1( ) ∣ ˆ ∣( )
( )
, Yñ∣
cannot have anyweight in eigenspaces with positive eigenvalues since their contributions to áY YñS r s,1∣ ˆ ∣
( )
could
not be canceled out by contributions from eigenspaces with negative eigenvalues. This will be different whenwe
discuss in the following the consequences of pinning ofGPCs, =nD 0( ) , since their respective natural orbital
induced operators D 1ˆ have both negative and positive eigenvalues.
4.GPCs and generalized active spaces
4.1. Generalized Pauli constraints
Despite the remarkable significance of Pauli’s exclusion principle (15), (16) on all physical length scales, it has
conclusively been shownonly recently [11, 12, 21] that the fermionic exchange symmetry implies even greater
restrictions on the one-particle picture. To bemore specific, as illustrated infigure 1, the set of pureN-
representable vectors n of (non-increasingly ordered)NONs form a polytope, a proper subset of the Pauli
simplexΣ (17). For each setting ofN fermions and a d-dimensional one-particleHilbert space1, this polytope
 is described by afinite family of linear inequalities, theGPCs
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of themap assigning to eachN-fermion quantum state Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ] its vector Î n d of non-
increasingly orderedNONs. The set of all attainable n, as described by the generalized Pauli constraints (20), forms a polytope  , a
proper subset of the Pauli simplexΣ (17) (shown in light-gray). The ‘Hartree–Fock point’, corresponding to ground states of non-
interacting fermions, is shown as a red dot.
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åkk k kº + º +
=
n nD n 0, 20i i i i
j
d
i
j
j
0 0
1
( ) · ( )( ) ( ) ( )
= ¼ < ¥i r1, 2, , N d, . For eachGPC D 0i , the respective coefficients ki j( ) can be chosen as integers. In
particular, by referring to the canonical choice ofminimal integers, the l1-distance of n to the hyperplane defined
by ºD 0i follows as nDj ( ) up to a prefactor (formore details see [22]).
While theGPCs for the smaller settingswith N d, 7 have already been derived several decades ago by
some brute force approach [9, 23, 24], it was Klyachko’s breakthrough [11, 21] on how tofind a systematic
procedure which allows one to determine for all settings N d,( ), at least in principle, the family of GPCs. Yet, it is
still an ongoing challenging to developmore efficient algorithms for determining theGPCs and in particular to
approximate them (see, e.g. [25]). Before we briefly discuss the potential physical relevance of theGPCs, we
would like to present them for thefirst non-trivial setting, =N d, 3, 6( ) ( ), and comment on their triviality for
the smallest few settings.
First, due to the particle hole duality on the fermionic Fock spacewe can restrict ourselves without loss of
generality to N d 2. Indeed, one has (see, e.g. [21])
Lemma3 (Particle–hole duality).TheGPCs of the setting -d N d,( ) of d−N fermions and a d-dimensional
one-particle Hilbert space follows from those of N d,( ) by just replacing - - +n n1i d i 1 for all i.
Second, as summarized by example 4, theGPCs for all settingswith only one or two fermions (and according
to the particle–hole duality, lemma 3, also thosewith one or two holes) are trivial [26]. Thefirst non-trivial
setting is thus the Borland–Dennis setting, i.e. =N d, 3, 6( ) ( ).
Example 4 (Trivial settings).TheGPCs for =N 1are given by =n 11 and =n 0i for all i 2 (i.e. the polytope
ofmathematically possible n contains only one point). For the case of =N 2 fermions, theGPCs are given by
=-n nk k2 1 2 for all k d 2⌊ ⌋and in case d is odd one has additionally =n 0d .
Example 5 (Borland–Dennis setting).TheGPCs for the setting =N d, 3, 6( ) ( ) read [9]
- + = - + = - + =n n n n n n1 1 1 0, 211 6 2 5 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
º - + + nD n n n2 0. 221 2 4( ) ( ) ( )
We remind the reader that theNONs are always ordered non-increasingly, ¼   n n n 0d1 2 . Notice that
the inequality nD 0( ) ismore restrictive than Pauli’s exclusion principle, which just states implies
- + n n2 01 2( ) . The incidence ofGPCs taking the formof equalities (instead of inequalities) as those in (21)
is rather unique since this happens only for the Borland–Dennis setting and the settingswith atmost two
fermions or atmost two holes.
4.2. Potential physical relevance of theGPCs
In complete analogy to Pauli’s exclusion principle, the physical significance of theGPCs is primarily be based on
their possible (approximate) saturation in concrete systems. In an analytical study [27] of the ground state of
three harmonically interacting fermions in a one-dimensional harmonic trap it has been shown that theGPCs
are not fully saturated. Yet, given this it is quite remarkable that the vector n ofNONs has just a tiny distance to
the polytope boundary given by the eighth power of the coupling strength, kµD 8. A succeeding
comprehensive and conclusive study of harmonic trap systems [22, 28–32] has confirmed that such quasipinning
represents a genuine physical effect whose origin is the universal conflict between energyminimization and
fermionic exchange symmetry in systems of confined fermions [30]. The presence of such quasipinning (or even
pinning if the system’s chosenHilbert space is quite small) has been verified also in smaller atoms andmolecules
[33–45] ). A comment is in order concerning the non-triviality of such (quasi)pinning by theGPCs. Since at least
someNONs inmost realistic ground states are close to one, the vector Î n ofNONs is typically close to the
boundary of the surrounding Pauli simplexΣ (17) and consequently (recall Ì S and see figure 1) it is also
close to the boundary of the polytope  . Themore crucial question is therefore whether the (quasi)pinning by
theGPCs is non-trivial in the sense that it does not already follow from (quasi)pinning by the Pauli constraints,
or in otherwords, whether theGPCs have any significance beyond the Pauli constraints (16). This also
necessitates a systematic treatment of systemswith symmetries, since symmetries are known to favor the
occurrence of (quasi)pinning [38, 41, 42]. Amore systematic recent analysis based on the so-calledQ-parameter
[14] has shown that the quasipinning by theGPCs is indeed non-trivial [14, 32, 45].
It has been speculated and suggested that such (quasi)pinningwould reduce the complexity of the system’s
quantum state andwould define ‘a new physical entity with its own dynamics and kinematics’ [33] (see also
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[13, 46, 47]). Based on this expected implication of (quasi)pinning as an effect in the one-particle picture on the
structure of theN-fermion quantum states, variational ansatzes for ground states have been proposed as part of
an ongoing development [47–51].Moreover, general investigations and deeper insights into the structure of
quantum states suggest that taking theGPCs into accountmay help to turnRDMFT into amore competitive
method [52, 53] (formore specific results see [50, 54, 55]). In particular, it has been shown [56] for all
translationally invariant one-band lattice systems (regardless of their dimensionality, size and interactions) that
the gradient of the exact universal functional diverges repulsively on the polytope boundary ¶ . It is exactly this
latter result and the suggested implications of (quasi)pinningwhichmotivate us to explore and rigorously derive
here the implications of pinning on the respectiveN-fermion quantum state.
4.3. Borland–Dennis setting: implications of pinned occupation numbers
Wefirst discuss the implications of pinningwithin the specific Borland–Dennis setting, i.e. for =N d, 3, 6( ) ( ).
This in particular also allows us to understand how those implicationsmay look like in the case of
degenerateNONs.
Atfirst sight, expanding quantum states Yñ∣ in the Borland–Dennis setting seems to require =6
3
20⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
configurations ºi i i i, ,1 2 3( ). By referring to the self-consistent expansion (8), this reduces to just eight
configurations, namely 1, 2, 3 , 1, 2, 4 , 1, 3, 5 , 1, 4, 5 ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2, 3, 6 , 2, 4, 6 , 3, 5, 6 , 4, 5, 6( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). This
result has been communicated privately by Ruskai andKingsley to Borland andDennis (see [9]) and represented
an important ingredient for determining the respective GPCs (see also [24]). In particular, the three equalities
(21) follow immediately. In addition, the complex-valued coefficients ci need to fulfill additional self-
consistency conditions to ensure that the corresponding one-particle reduced density operator r1 (2) is diagonal
with respect to the natural orbitals.
In the following, we use n n n, ,4 5 6 as the independent variables in the occupation number pictures and the
remaining ones follow form the conditions (21). Let us now assume that theNONs are saturating theGPC (22)
= º - + +nD n n n0 . 234 5 6( ) ( )
This implies = =c c 0356 456 (see theorem 3 in [13]) and themost general quantum state Yñ∣ with pinnedNONs
therefore takes the form
Yñ = ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ + ñc c c c c c1, 2, 3 1, 2, 4 1, 3, 5 1, 4, 5 2, 3, 6 2, 4, 6 . 24123 124 135 145 236 246∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
Using equation (9), theNONs follow as
= + +
= +
= +
n c c c
n c c
n c c 25
4 124
2
145
2
246
2
5 135
2
145
2
6 236
2
246
2
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
and the requirement on the off-diagonal entries of r1 to vanish read
r= á ñ = +c c c c0 1 6 , 261 123 236 124 246* *∣ ∣ ( )
r= -á ñ = +c c c c0 2 5 , 271 123 135 124 145* *∣ ∣ ( )
r= á ñ = + +c c c c c c0 3 4 . 281 123 124 135 145 236 246* * *∣ ∣ ( )
All the other off-diagonal entries vanish automatically and thus do not impose any conditions on the expansion
coefficients ci.
4.3.1. Non-degenerate NONs
To illustrate the consequences of pinning, we use theorem4 from [13]which states for all Yñ∣ in the Borland–
Dennis settingwith >n n3 4
+ + - +
n
nc c c
D
n n
D3 . 29124 2 135 2 236 2
3 4
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )
Thus, whenever Yñ∣ exhibits pinningwith ¹n n3 4, it takes the form
Yñ = ñ + ñ + ñc c c123 145 246 . 30123 145 246∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
Clearly, this includes the case of non-degenerate NONs, > > >n n n1
2 4 5 6
.
4.3.2. Degenerate NONs
In general, understanding the implications of pinning for degenerateNONs turns out to be rather challenging.
There are two reason for this: first, there is no unique natural orbital basis anymore and it is therefore not clear
whether a selection rule of the form (30)may refer to all possible natural orbital bases or to just one of them.
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Second, the saturation of someGPC D 0 and an additional ordering constraintmay automatically enforce
the saturation of additional GPCs. In that case, the corresponding selection rule for the saturation ºD 0might
bemore restrictive than in the case of non-degenerateNONs. The latter happens in the Borland–Dennis setting
in case of a degeneracy =n n4 5 (and assuming ¹n n3 4): TheGPC (22) implies =n 06 and thus (24) simplifies
according to =c 0246 (recall equation (9)).
The case of an =n n3 4 degeneracy is conceptually different. First of all, result (29) does not apply anymore.
Moreover, corresponding states Yñ∣ could take the specific form (30) onlywith respect to highly distinctive bases
of natural orbitals. Indeed, for any Yñ∣ with =n n3 4 of the form (30) there are infinitelymany allowed orbital
rotations in the =n n3 4 subspace (leaving r1 invariant) and changing the form (30) to (24), i.e. leading to a
superposition of six rather than three configurations. Yet, the converse turns out to be true aswell. Given an
arbitrary quantum state with pinnedNONs and an =n n3 4 degeneracy, expressed self-consistently according to
(24)with respect to some choice of natural orbitals = ñ = j j1 16{∣ } . Then, there exists a (unitary) transformation
of the natural orbitals
ñ  ñ ñ  ñ ñ  ñ = ñ =i i i i3 3 , 4 4 , , 1, 2, 5, 6, 31∣ ∣˜ ∣ ∣˜ ∣ ∣˜ ∣ ( )
such that the state Yñ∣ takes the form (30)with respect to the alternative choice ¢ = ¢ñ = j j1 16{∣ } of natural
orbitals. The existence of such a unitary transformation of the degenerate natural orbitals follows directly from
the conditions (26) and =n n3 4. The readermay verify that this transformation takes the form
ñ º ñ + ñ
+
ñ º ñ - ñ
+
c c
c c
c c
c c
3
3 4
, 4
3 4
, 32123 124
123
2
124
2
124 123
123
2
124
2
* *∣˜ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣˜ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( )
leading to
Yñ = ñ + ñ + ñc c c123 145 246 . 33123 145 246∣ ˜ ∣ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ∣ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ∣˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
The corresponding transformed expansion coefficients follow as
= + = -
+
= -
+
c c c c
c c c c
c c
c
c c c c
c c
,
34
123 123
2
124
2
145
124 135 123 145
123
2
124
2
246
124 236 123 246
123
2
124
2
˜ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ˜
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
˜
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( )
and all the remaining coefficients ci˜ vanish.
4.3.3. Geometric picture of the Borland–Dennis setting
In the followingwe interpret these structure simplifications of the quantum state in case of pinning from a
geometric point of view (see figure 2). First, the polytope of attainable vectors ºn n n n, ,4 5 6( ) is shown in
figure 1 in gray.
From the left sidewe can infer again that theGPCs aremore restrictive than Pauli’s exclusion principle
constraints since the respective polytope  is a proper subset of the Pauli simplexΣ (given by the polytope
togetherwith an extension shown in red). On the right side, the geometric picture as introduced in section 2.3 is
Figure 2.Reduced polytope (gray) of possible (independent)NONs n n n, ,4 5 6( ) for the Borland–Dennis setting 5. Left: the Pauli
simplex contains in addition the part shown in red, emphasizing that theGPCs aremore restrictive than Pauli’s original principle.
Right: In case of pinning of theGPC (22) only configurations i may contribute to Yñ∣ that lie on the respective hyperplane (blue). In
case of an additional degeneracy =n n3 4 (i.e. =n4 12 ) also those on the reflected hyperplane (light blue)may contribute (formore
details see text).
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presented. The vector n ofNONs follows as the center ofmass ofmasses ci 2∣ ∣ located at the positions ni, the
vertices of the Pauli hypercube. Their restrictions to the n n n, ,4 5 6( )-subspace are given by (recall equation (11))
= = = =
= = = =
n n n n
n n n n
0
0
0
,
1
0
0
,
0
1
0
,
1
1
0
0
0
1
,
1
0
1
,
0
1
1
,
1
1
1
. 35
123 124 135 145
236 246 356 456
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )
In case of non-degenerateNONs, only the configurations i may contribute in the self-consistent expansion (8)
according to (30)whose unordered spectra ni lie on the hyperplane corresponding to pinning (shown in blue).
The same is still true in case of degeneracies =n n4 5 or =n n5 6. For a degeneracy =n n3 4 (i.e. =n4 12 ) and a
generic choice of the natural orbitals in the =n n3 4 subspace also the configurations i whose vectors ni lie on the
light blue hyperplanemay contribute. This latter hyperplane is given by the swapping «n n3 4 of the blue
hyperplane. Yet, according to (33) there exists at least one basis 1of natural orbitals with respect towhich the
weights on the light blue hyperplane are transformed away andwould lie solely on the blue hyperplane.
The analysis of the Borland–Dennis setting suggests the following implications of pinning by aGPC >D 0
in a general setting N d,( ): In case of non-degenerateNONs there is no ambiguity since the natural orbitals are
unique and only those configurations imay contribute to Yñ∣ whose unordered spectra ni (recall equation (12))
lie on the respective hyperplane corresponding to pinning, ºD 0. In case of degenerateNONs there exist at
least one basis 1of natural orbitals with respect towhich the original selection rule for non-degenerate NONs
applies.
Although thosemain results of our work (see theorems 6, 10 and corollaries 7, 11 below) could be presented
for both cases of non-degenerate and degenerateNONs together, we split them. This has the advantage that at
least the results for non-degenerateNONs can be stated in a less technical form, namely not involving the
ambiguity of natural orbital bases. For the proofs of various results we refer the reader to Part II.
4.4. Implications of non-degenerate pinned occupation numbers
In case of non-degenerateNONs the structural implications of pinning can be stated as
Theorem6 (Pinning of non-degenerateNONs). Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]be anN-fermion quantum state whose non-
degenerateNONs n saturate aGPC, =nD 0( ) and denote the family of Yñ∣ ’s unique natural orbitals by 1. Then,
Yñ∣ lies in the zero-eigenspace of the respective D 1ˆ -operator (recall definition 1), i.e.
=  Yñ =nD D0 0. 361( ) ˆ ∣ ( )
It is worth noticing that theorem 6 applies to various saturatedGPC simultaneously.
Theorem 6 implies immediate structural simplifications for the state Yñ∣ which are particularly well-
pronounced in the self-consistent expansion (8) as already illustrated above:
Corollary 7 (Selection rule for non-degenerate NONs). Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]be anN-fermion quantum state
whose non-degenerate NONs n saturate aGPC, =nD 0( ) . Then, only those configurations i may contribute in the
self-consistent expansion (8) of Yñ∣ whose unordered spectra ni (recall equation (11)) lie on the hyperplane defined by
=nD 0i( ) . In other words, for each configuration i we have
¹  =nD c0 0. 37i i( ) ( )
Wepresent an examplewhich illustrates theorem6 and the corresponding selection rule, corollary 7:
Example 8.Weconsider non-degenerate NONs in the setting =N d, 3, 8( ) ( ) that are saturating one of the
GPCs, namely
º - - + + + + - - nD n n n n n n n n9 19 11 21 13 5 5 3 11 0. 381 2 3 4 5 6 7 8( ) ( )
According to theorem6 any corresponding quantum state Yñ∣ has to lie in the zero-eigenspace of the respective
D 1ˆ -operator
- - + + + + - - Yñ =

n n n n n n n n9 19 11 21 13 5 5 3 11 0. 39
D
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ∣ ( )
ˆ
  
Corollary 7 then identifies all configurations whichmay contribute to the self-consistent expansion of Yñ∣ ,
namely =i 1, 2, 3 , 1, 5, 6 , 1, 3, 8 , 2, 5, 7 , 5, 7, 8 , 2, 4, 8 , 1, 4, 7 ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2, 6, 7 , 6, 7, 8( ) ( ). This
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reduction of =8
3
56⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ configurations to just 9 highlights the remarkable implications of pinning as an effect in
the one-particle picture on the structure of the correspondingmany-fermion quantum state.
4.5. Implications of degenerate pinned occupation numbers
Based on the analysis of pinning by degenerateNONs in the Borland–Dennis setting (section 4.3) onemay
expect the following generalization of theorem6 to degenerateNONs:
Conjecture 9. Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]be anN-fermion quantum state whose degenerateNONs n saturate some
(possibly several)GPCs. Then, there exists an orthonormal basis 1of natural orbitals such that Yñ∣ lies in the
zero-eigenspace of the respective D 1ˆ -operators of various saturatedGPCs (recall definition 1), i.e.
$ =  Yñ = nD D: 0 0. 401 1( ) ˆ ∣ ( )
There are actually a number of reasons (highlighted in Part II which presents variousmathematical proofs)why
the generalization of theorem6 to non-degenerateNONs and its proof are quite involved.
In the followingwe present aweaker extension of theorem 6 to degenerateNONs. It refers to the saturation
of exactly oneGPC. Its proof requires in addition the validity of a technical assumption (presented as
assumption 13 in Part II)whichwe could verify for all GPCs known so far. Hence, there is little doubt that the
assumption is always valid and the corresponding addition to the following theoremmight be unnecessary.
Theorem10 (Pinning of degenerateNONs). Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]be anN-fermion quantum state whose degenerate
NONs n saturate exactly oneGPC, =nD 0( ) and assume that the technical assumption 13 fromPart II ismet.
Then, there exists an orthonormal basis 1 of natural orbitals such that Yñ∣ lies in the zero-eigenspace of the respective
D 1ˆ -operator (recall definition 1), i.e.
=  $ Yñ = nD D0 : 0. 411 1( ) ˆ ∣ ( )
Despite the ambiguity of the natural orbital basis 1 it is worth recalling that the natural orbitals ñj{∣ }are still
referring to the non-increasingly orderedNONs (see also (4)).
In complete analogy to theorem 6 and corollary 7, theorem10 implies immediately a corresponding
selection rule identifying all configurationswhichmay contribute to Yñ∣ in case of pinning:
Corollary 11 (Selection rule for degenerateNONs). Let Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]whose degenerateNONs n saturate
exactly one GPC, =nD 0( ) and assume that the technical Assumption 13 fromPart II ismet. Then, there exists an
orthonormal basis 1 of natural orbitals such that only configurations i may contribute to the self-consistent
expansion (8) of Yñ∣ whose unordered spectra ni (recall equation (11)) lie on the the hyperplane ºD 0, i.e.
$ " ¹  = i nD csuch that : 0 0. 42i i1 ( ) ( )
4.6. Converse selection rule: rationalizing pinning-basedmulticonfigurational ansatzes
The remarkable implications of pinning as an effect in the one-fermion picture on the structure of theN-
fermion quantum state offers an alternative characterization of some existing variational post-Hartree–Fock
ansatzes and suggests additional newones: each face F of the polytope  , as characterized by a certain number of
saturated Pauli constraints, GPCs and ordering constraints - + n n 0i i 1 , defines a statemanifoldF of
quantum states. These are exactly those states Yñ Î  N 1∣ [ ]whoseNONsmap to the face F,
º Yñ Î  YñáY Î -  N Fspec Tr . 43F N N1 1{∣ [ ] ∣ ( [∣ ∣]) } ( )
Minimizing the energy expectation value of a givenHamiltonianH of a systemof interacting fermions overF
then defines a variational scheme associatedwith the face Fwith a corresponding variational energy
º áY Yñ
YñÎ 
E Hmin . 44F
F
∣ ∣ ( )
∣
From a qualitative point of view, one can say that the higher dimensional the face F, the higher dimensional the
corresponding statemanifoldF and thus themore computationally demanding the respective ansatz. Some
well-known examples for such polytope face-associated variational schemes are theCASSCF ansatzes (see, e.g.
[5–8]). Indeed, according to theorem 2 they can be characterized by the saturation of a certain number of Pauli
exclusion principle constraints. Ourmain results, theorems 6, 10 and the respective selection rules, Corollaries
7, 11, highlight that evenmore elaborated variational ansatzes can be introduced by referring not only to the
saturation of Pauli constraints but to extremal one-fermion information in general, i.e. pinnedNONs. The
motivation for proposing such generalizations of CASSCF ansatzes is twofold.On the one hand, the study of
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smaller atoms [45] has revealed that theGPCs have an additional significance for ground states beyond the one
of the Pauli exclusion principle constraints, as quantified by theQ-parameter [14]. On the other hand, not all
configurations i within a complete active space are relevant and it would be preferable to identify only themost
significant ones. The gain in computational time could be used to increase the basis set size, allowing one to
recovermore of the dynamic correlation.
A comment is in order concerning the practical implementation of such variational schemes. After having
fixed F, i.e. the corresponding family of contributing configurations i, onewouldminimize both the respective
expansion coefficients ci and the involved natural orbitals ñ =j jd 1{∣ } . Such variational approaches are known in
quantum chemistry asMCSCF-ansatzes (see, e.g. the textbook [57]). Yet, the stringent use of pinning-based
variational ansatzes in the form (44)would be quite challenging and not particularly efficient. This is due to the
fact that the selection rule 7 definesF by referring to the self-consistent expansion (8), i.e. rather involved self-
consistency conditions on the expansion coefficients ci would need to be imposed. From a converse point of
view, an arbitrary superposition of all allowed configurations i is typically not self-consistent. Hence, its relation
to the face F seems to be rather loose, since its vector n of non-increasingly orderedNONs lies actually in the
interior of the polytope  rather than on the face F. To illustrate this, let us revisit example 8.We pick a random
(real-valued) superposition of the allowed configurations listed in example 8:
= - = = - =c c c c0.259 5, 0.187 7, 0.504 3,123 156 138 257
- = - = - = - = - =c c c c c0.125 8, 0.041 1, 0.625 6, 0.015 4, 0.131 7, 0.466 0578 248 147 267 678 . The
corresponding vector n of decreasingly-orderedNONs follows as
p
=

¢ =
n
n
0.941 8, 0.414 0, 0.391 4, 0.356 9, 0.321 5, 0.269 6, 0.252 1, 0.052 7
permutation
0.356 9, 0.941 8, 0.321 5, 0.391 4, 0.269 6, 0.052 7, 0.252 1, 0.414 0 . 45
{ }
{ } ( )
For theGPC (38) at hand, onefinds = >nD 1.032 5 0( ) , i.e. Î n lies far away from the polytope facet
defined by ºD 0. This is actually quite different for the vector ¢n obtained by permuting theNONs according
to some specific permutationπ. Of course, ¢n does not lie in the polytope  anymore since its entries are not
properly ordered. Yet, by extending the face ºD 0 of  to a hyperplane in the space of all occupation number
vectors (including the ones which are not decreasingly ordered), ¢n turns out to lie on that hyperplane,
p¢ = =n nD D 0.000 0( ) ( ( )) . This is rather astonishing in particular since the one-particle reduced density
matrices of such arbitrary superpositions are not diagonal in the original reference basis anymore. For instance,
onefinds for the superposition above rá ñ = -2 8 0.187 01∣ ∣ . This surprising example has actually a deep origin:
Theorem12Converse selection rule. Let F be a face of the polytope of the setting N d,( ) defined by the saturation of
a specific family ÎDk k KF{ } of GPCs D 0k . For an orthonormal basis = ñ = j jd1 1{∣ } of1we define
ñ " Î = i nk K DSpan : 0 , 46iF F k1 ≔ {∣ ∣ ( ) } ( )( )
i.e. the vector space of all superpositions of configurations i fulfilling the selection rule 7with respect to the basis 1 for
all GPCsDkwith Îk KF . Then, for any Yñ Î F 1∣ ( ) there exists a basis ¢ 1 of (possibly wrongly ordered) natural
orbitals of Yñ∣ such that all configurations Î ¢ Yñi Supp 1(∣ ) also fulfill the selection rules =nD 0ik ( ) for all Îk KF .
In particular, the corresponding vector n of (possibly wrongly ordered)NONs saturates D 0k for all Îk KF , i.e. n
lies on the hyperplane obtained by extending the face F to non-decreasingly ordered occupation number vectors.
To illustrate thefirst part of this theoremwe revisit example 8. Let º ñ = i i1 18{∣ } be some orthonormal basis
for1 and consider theGPC D 0 from example 8. The corresponding linear spaceF 1( ) follows as (where F
denotes the face defined by ºD 0)
= ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ
ñ ñ
 Span 1, 2, 3 , 1, 5, 6 , 1, 3, 8 , 2, 5, 7 , 5, 7, 8 , 2, 4, 8 , 1, 4, 7 ,
2, 6, 7 , 6, 7, 8 . 47
F
1 {∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ } ( )
( )
Let Yñ Î F 1∣ ( ), i.e. Yñ∣ is a linear combination of the nine specific configuration states ñi i i, ,1 2 3∣ shown in (47).
As already explained above, the corresponding one-particle reduced densitymatrix r1 of Yñ∣ is in general not
diagonal with respect to 1, i.e. its natural orbital basis is different than 1. Naively onemay thus expect that the
self-consistent natural orbital expansion (8) of Yñ∣ would involve all 56 configurations. Yet, thefirst part of
theorem12 states that this is not the case. In particular, there exists a permutation of Yñ∣ ʼs ordered natural
orbitals yielding ¢ º ¢ñ = j j1 18{∣ } with the effect that only those ¢ñ º ¢ ¢ ¢ñj j j j, ,1 2 3∣ ∣ contribute to Yñ∣ which fulfill
the selection rule =¢nD 0j( ) .
The converse selection rule 12 establishes amore flexible relation between quantum states and polytope
faces F since it does not refer to the self-consistent expansion (8) anymore. In particular, it therefore provides a
solid foundation formore effective pinning-basedMCSCF ansatzesminimizing the energy expectation value of
aHamiltonianH over all states in
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º = Yñ Yñ Î Ä    

 u u, : unitary . 48F F F 1 1
N
1
1 1⋃ { ∣ ∣ ∣ } ( )
˜
( ˜ ) ( )
Such ansatzes are indeedMCSCF ansatzes in a strict sense: In afirst step, one identifies (via the choice of a face F)
a specific set of configurations i contributing to Yñ∣ . Then, in a second step oneminimizes the energy expectation
valuewith respect to various expansion coefficients (without any additional constraints on them) and all possible
orbital choices 1. The corresponding variational energy
º Y Y
Y Î
E H Emin 49A
A
MF
F
F⟨ ∣ ∣ ⟩ ( )∣ ⟩
is at least as good as the original one ( E F) and the computational effort is significantly reduced by omitting the
quadratic self-consistency conditions required in the characterization ofD.
4.7. Implementation of the pinning-basedMCSCF ansatzes
It will be one of the future challenges to implement and test our proposed pinning-basedMCSCF ansatzes (for a
proof of concept see [48]). In particular, onemayworry about two potential obstacles. First, theGPCs are known
so far only for one-particleHilbert spaces of dimension d 11. Choosing an underlying active space from the
very beginning involving only eleven specific (spin-)orbitals would then restrict the scope of our approach to
rather small systemswhich could even by exactly diagonalized. Second, it is not clearwhich polytope face F one
should employ in the ansatz (49).
Concerning thefirst potential obstacle, wewould like to stress that the algorithmused so far for calculating
theGPCs is not particularly efficient.We are therefore optimistic that one could calculate theGPCs (or
approximations of them as proposed in [25]) for larger settings N d,( ) in the nearer future.Moreover, it is
crucial to notice that the limitation d 11concerning theGPCs does not require us to restrict such pinning-
based ansatzes to basis sets of size up to eleven.Quite in contrast, itmerelymeans that we populate up to =d 11
orbitals j jñ ¼ ñ, , d1∣ ∣ which shall then be optimizedwithin a huge dimensional one-particleHilbert space of
dimension 100–1000. This is in analogy to theHartree–Fock scheme inwhich theN populated orbitals are
optimizedwithin a huge-dimensional one-particleHilbert space. Compared tomethods such as exact
diagonalization ( full configuration interaction) employing rigid, fixed active spaces, ourmethodwill benefit a lot
form its flexibility, namely the fact that we can determine the best possible occupied orbitals within a large
orbital space.
Identifying themost suitable polytope faces F for theMCSCF ansatz (49) is a crucial challenge. Let usfirst
recall that one encounters the same problem in the traditional CASSCF aswell: it is not clear at the beginning
which complete active space is themost appropriate one.What would be appropriate numbers r of frozen
electrons and s of virtual inactive orbitals? Or inmoremathematical terms, how large canwe choose r s, such
that the respective Pauli constraint nS 0r s, ( )( ) 16 is still approximately saturated? The answer to this crucial
question can be found in practice only after trying out different active space sizes and comparing the
correspondingCASSCF energies. The same applies in principle to our generalized definition of the concept of
active spaces. Yet, we alsowould like to stress that the geometrical structure of the polytope, to bemore precise
its so-called ‘face lattice’ leads to a natural hierarchy of generalized active spaces which could be exploited in
practice.Working it out in a comprehensive way and illustrating its effectiveness for determining ground state
energies would go beyond the scope of the present work though.Nonetheless, let us briefly outline this
hierarchical scheme: The higher dimensional a face of the polytope themore accurate andmore expensive is the
respectiveMCSCF ansatz (49). One thereforemay start with theHartree–Fock ansatz, corresponding to the
zero-dimensional face which consists only of theHartree–Fock point. Then, one continues by considering all
one-dimensional faces (edges)which contain theHartree–Fock point. By running all respectiveMCSCF
ansatzes, one identifies the one among themwhich leads to the lowestMCSCF energy. The crucial idea is then to
proceed by considering only those two-dimensional faces which contain the best one-dimensional one.
Continuingwith this procedure would allowone to systematically identify step-by-step themost important
electron configurations to the ground state. Hence, this renormalization group-inspired scheme has the
potential of improving significantly the rigid CASSCF scheme since it offersmore flexibility in superposing
carefully chosen electron-configurations. It is alsoworth noticing that thisMCSCF hierarchy contains all
CASSCF ansatzes as special cases since for any pair r s, 0 the constraint ºS 0r s,( ) (16) defines a polytope face.
4.8. Presence of pinning reveals symmetries of quantum states
According to theorem6 and its generalization including the case of degenerateNONs, theorem 10, pinning
=nD 0( ) implies that theN-fermion quantum state Yñ∣ lies in the zero-eigenspace of the corresponding natural
orbital induced operator D 1ˆ . Thismeans nothing else than that D 1ˆ is the generator of a continuous symmetry
of Yñ∣ ,
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Yñ = Yñq e . 50Di 1∣ ∣ ( )ˆ
This symmetry could be a hidden symmetry of the state Yñ∣ itself or a symmetry of theHamiltonian.
We present a prominent example for a pinned quantum state. For theHubbardmodel with three sites and
three electrons the ground state was shown to exhibit pinning [41]. In the self-consistent expansion (8) it takes
the form (30). The corresponding natural orbitals are given by the following spin-momentum states sñk∣
( s= =  k 0, 1, 2, )
ñ = ñ ñ = ñ ñ = ñ ñ = ñ ñ = ñ ñ = ñ1 0 , 2 1 , 3 0 , 4 2 , 5 2 , 6 1 . 51∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
The corresponding natural orbital induced operator thus reads
= - - - = - - - = -Y    D n n n n n n
S
2 2
2
. 52z1 2 4 0 1 2  ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ
( )
The presence of pinning in theHubbard trimer reflects the system’s SU(2)-symmetry, generated by the total spin
Szˆ along the z-axis. It would be interesting to explore themeaning of those symmetry operators, e.g.for the
harmonic trap systems shown to exhibit (approximate) pinning [32].
5. Summary and conclusion
The concept of active spaces simplifies the description of interacting quantummany-body systems by restricting
to a neighborhood of active orbitals around the Fermi level. The respectiveN-fermionwavefunction ansatzes
can be characterized by the saturation of a certain number of Pauli constraints  n0 1i , identifying the
occupied core orbitals ( =n 1i ) and the inactive virtual orbitals ( =n 0j ). By referring to theGPCs, completing
Pauli’s original exclusion principle, we have provided a natural generalization of the concept of active spaces:We
have explained and comprehensively illustrated that the saturation of any one-bodyN-representability
condition defines a distinctive space of active electron configurations contributing to thewave function ansatz
(see theorems 6, 10, 12 and the selection rules 7, 11). In contrast to the traditional complete active spaces defined
through the saturation of Pauli’s exclusion principle constraints, the use of such generalized active spaces does
not necessarilymean to neglect dynamical correlations sincemore orbitalsmay contribute while the number of
contributing configurations is still restricted. In particular, the choice of appropriate generalized active spaces
would identify in an efficient and systematic way the significant electron configurations (rather than taking all of
them into account as inCASSCF-ansatzes). The present Part I therefore provides the theoretical foundation for
possible wavefuntion basedmethods exploiting the fruitfulmathematical structure underlying theGPCs. From
a practical point of view, to achieve the full potential of ourmore systematicmulticonfigurational approach,
more effort needs to be spent on themathematical side to calculate theGPCs for larger system sizes.
Moreover, according to theorems 6, 10, pinning as an effect in the one-particle picture reveals the presence
of symmetries. Those could be global symmetries of the underlyingHamiltonian (as, e.g. forHubbardmodel
clusters) or symmetries of just the quantum state at hand. Consequently, the successful search of possible (quasi)
pinning in quantum systems could reveal and characterize possible ground state symmetries.
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